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of the average wavelet going into the Earth
with the reflectivity
sequence representing
the amount
of energy reflected
at each
layer interface.

SEISMIC TRACE MODEL

When a dynamite
explosion
occurs at
the bottom of a shot hole, this explosion
creates white signal (i.e., signal containing
all frequencies).
However, since the earth
is not a perfectly
elastic medium, it distorts the signal, and selectively
passes only
a certain band of frequencies.
This bandlimited
signal can be represented
as an
avcmye tcawlrt
(the sum of all the signal
the
selectively
passed
by
frequencies
Earth).

To further obscure the definition
of each
interface, we have noise added to the trace.
We will classify
this noise in three different
categories:
random
noise, timeperiodic
noise, and space-coherent
noiss.
This classification
is made since different
processing techniques
will be employed to
remow any of these types of noise. (Note
that time-periodic
noise can also be spacecoherent).
This seismic Race model is described in Figure 1.

As this average wavelet travels into the
Earth, part of the energy is reflected back
towards
the surface, at each layer interface, while the rest of the energy is transmitted deeper into the Earth.
We can represent this portion of reflected
energy from each interface
as a series of
reflection
coefficients
at the vertical
two.
way travel time to each interface.
Such a
series of reflection coefficients
we will term
a ~ejlrctivit~, .saqilence.
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If the “wavelet”
travelling
into the Earth
were a sharp spike, the arrivals
at the
surface from the different
reflecting
horizons would look like our reflectivity
sequence; i.e., a series of sharp spikes occurring at the two-way
travel time to each
interface.
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By performing
certain operations upon the
recorded Traces, we obtain a better approximation
of the reflectivity
sequenw
representing
The Earth.
In order lo under-

This process of building the seismic frace
as a series of partially
overlapping
wavelets can be considered as the “convolution”
Ltd., Calgary,
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The ultimate objective of seismic processing is to obtain, as close as possible, an
estimate of what the reflectivity
sequenct?
looks like. Obviously, if we could represent
each layer interface
by a sharp spike, it
would be possible to map these interfaces
very accurately:
thus obtaining
maximum
resolution.

liowever.
since the signal going into the
ground is in the form of an average wavelet, the reflected arrivals appear as a series
of partially
overlapping
wavelets,
each
starting at the two way time for the particular reflecting
interface.
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stand the processes that are applied to the
seismic data, it is necessary to become familiar with some of the fundamental
con.
cepts of signal theory, the most important
of which is convolution.
Let’s consider
and input into
spike or impulse.
tain from that
of a sharp spike
response of that

any type of linear sjistem,
that system a sharp unit
The output that we oblinear system as a result
input is called the impuise
linear system.
See Figure

2.

Now let’s consider an arbitrary
input to
th,e same linear system.
The output of the
system in this case is said to be the co%vo1uti.m
of that arbitrary
input with the

.’
Arbitrary

input

FIGURE 3.

OUTPUTOF A LINEARSYSTEMTO ARBITFJRYINPUT SHOWING
DELAYED

IMWLSE RESK)NSESGENERATED
BY DIFFERENTTIME VALUESOF INPUT
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impulse response of the system.
what we mean by this.

Rdael
Let’s

see

Consider
that arbitrary
input to be a
discretely
sampled wavelet
at equal intervals of time (for simplicity
let’s assume
that interval
to be one time unit).
Now,
we can consider the arbitrary
input to be
composed of a series of spikes, each representing
the amplitude
of the input wavelet at the particular
sample time.
If we now view this operation
as occurring in “real time”, we have at time ‘0
the first sampled value of the input (W,,)
entering the system and generating
an output impulse response starting
at time ‘0’.
One unit of time later, i.e., at time ‘I’,

B. CIUZ
the next sampled value of th,e input (W,)
enters the system, thus generating
a new
impuls’e response starting at time ‘1’. Similarly, as new values of the input wavelet
enter the system, they will generate
impulse responses starting at later times. Obviously,
the shape of the output will be
described by the cumulative
effect of al:
these impulse
responses.
The process is
pictorially
described in Figure 3.
If we look at the composite output more
closely, we will be able to describe each
final output value as the sum of different
time values of the impulse response, each
scaled by the input value that generated it.
This is described in detail in Figure 4.

Predictive

As can be clearly concluded from Figure
4, the numerical
calculation
for the convolution of two discretely sampled wavelets
can be performed
by time
reversing
one
of the wav,elets and shifting
it relative to
the other wavelet,
taking the sum of the
products
of corresponding
elements a,fter
each shift.
As an example, let’s convolve
wavelets
a and b to obtain the output
wavelet c.
I.*-r
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If we have a discrete wavelet a = (a,
a, a, &,I, we define the Z-transform
of the
wavelet a as a polynomial
in Z (described
as A(Z)),
where the coeffficients
of such
polynomial
are the amplitude
values of the
wavelet n, and the powers of Z represent
the time
index of their corresponding
coefficient;
that is,

and B(2). ba* *, I + b21
Let’s time reverse wavelet b and shift it
towards
the right relative
to wavelet
a.
The first non-zero product will be obtained
when b,, is aligned with a,,; i.e.,
Cl0 BL *2 ‘31

As a matter
multiplication
B(Z).
r

of interest, let’s look at the
of polyn,omials
A(Z)
and
E-1 nl 2 . ‘* 12* s r’
b. . bi I * bi 2

Ch2b1 *
\+a
The next value of the output is obtained
by shifting
the time-reversed
version
of
wavelet b by one time unit, as follows:
:a0 a> P2 ‘,I
Cb
2 ! 1 !,0
rlha . SObI
!
Similarly,
subsequent values of the convolution
are given by further
shifts of b;
i.e.,
:i; %: r, 3)
!!. ‘*hr. a,%. %b2
bo (j; j; 6’:
f . Sbo+ ‘2bl . Sl *?

At this point, we should
concept of the Z-transform.

introduce

the

The result is a new polynomial
which we may call C(Z).

in

Z

Using
we can
terms of
equating
index of

the definition
of the Z-transform,
write
this polynomial
C(Z)
in
the wavelet that it represents, by
powers of Z to the equivalent
time
their coefficients;
i.e.,
ma cadliiimt lllOr%afsd
“it>, 10!.I) /I a$. i
Lh”,
C”. a&
ino rodiiriart CfI’ fil a& * a$>
/L. apo. a$;
rr
r2 a+. . slhl . a$?
Sinllacv,
‘? ‘3bo. -+I . ap2
=li . 5% * %bl
ry. ‘lb
If we compare these results with those
obtained by convolving
wavel,ets a and b
(see above)
we will notice that both resultant wavelets c are identical.
Thus we
conclude that the convolution
of two discrete wavel’ets is equivalent
to the multiplication
of their Z-transform;
or
“CONVOLUTION
IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
IS EQUIVALENT
TO MULTIPLICATION
IN THE Z-DOMAIN.”
It can be proven that the Z-transform
is
the same as the Fourier
transform
when
z = p&t
, and so the Fourier
transform
can be considered as a special
case of the Z-transform.
Thus we can say
that,

Rofd
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“CONVOLUTION
IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
IS EQUIVALENT
TO MULTIPLICATION
(OF THE AMPLITUDE
SPECTRUM)
IN
THE FREQUENCY
DOMAIN.”
Another
process similar
to convolution
which we should study at this point is
correlation
(denoted by the symbol *I.
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“THE CORRELATION
(OR CROSS CORRELATION)
OF TWO WAVELETS
IS A
MEASURE
OF THE
SIMILARITY
BETWEEN
THE TWO WAVELETS
AS A
TIME
FUNCTION
OF THE RELATIVE
BETWEEN
THEM.”
SHIFT

Most of the filtering
techniques which we
perform in seismic processing use some form
of cm-elation, or more commonly
convolution,
and so it is extremely
important
to
understand
what these operations
may do
to our data.

The computational
procedure
is similar
to convolution,
except that in this case,
the wavelets are not time-reversed
relative
to am another. For example, the zero time.
shift value 01‘ zeroth lag of the cross COI‘.
relation
between wavelets
a and b would
be:

Let’s
consider
the two oversimplified
wavelets, w and s, each consisting
of only
one non-zero value at times t, and t> respectively:
5
w
A

(Note that t is a representation
p?uxse of the wavelets
since time
equivalent
to phase shift.)

h i’ ‘t’
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%
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Let’s take a numerical
example as t, =
3, t, = 2, and see what happens when we
convolve w with s. In this case, we will
leave wawlet
w stationary
and time-reverse and move wavelet s past w.

b- a& . ‘?b, t a,%

0

of the
shift is

123li56789
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We note that
the convolution
3+2=5.

the only non-zero value
occurs at t = t, + t,

of
=

Let’s look conversely at the convolution
of
s with w; keeping s stationary
and timereversing and moving 20 past 8.
Again, we note that the only non-zero
value occurs at t = t, + t, = 2 +3 = 5.
From the above example,
the general conclusions:

we can make

Filtering

New, let’s perform
the same
for the case of cross correlation,
what happens when we correlate
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operation
and see
w with s.

In this case, we will leave the wavelet w
stationary,
and we will move s past w.
Note that all the values of the cross carrelations
are zero except for the value of
the 1st lag (i.e., when s is shifted in time
by + 1 units relative to 20). Note that the
non~zero value of the cross correlation
occurs at t = t, - t, = 3 - 2 = 1.

1.

“CONVOLUllON
IS COMMUTATIVE;
that is, w * s = s * w”

Now let’s look conversely
at the correlation of s with w. In this case. we will keep
s stationary
and move w Dast 8.

2.

“CONVOLUTION
IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
IS EQUIVALENT
TO ADDZTZON OF THE PHASE SPECTRA
IN
THE FREQUENCY
DOMAIN”.

In this case, the values of the cross COTrelation are all zero except for lag -1 of the
cross correlation;
that is, when wavelet w
is delayed by 1 time unit relative to s).

Rafael B. Cwr
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The non-zero value of the cross correlation occurs at t :~: t, - t, = 2 ~ 3 :: -1.
Note that although the amplitude
of the
non-zero value of the cross correlation
is
the same for w *s as s * w, its phase shift
is different in the two cases. Therefore, we
can conclude that in general.
1.

“CORRELATION
IS NOT COMMUTATIVE”;
that is, w * s 7 s * w.

2.

“CORRELATION
IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
IS EQUIVALENT
TO SUBTRACTION
OF THE PHASE
SPECFREQUENCY-DOTRA
IN
THE
MAIN.’ ’

An exception to Rule 1 is the case of the
autocorrelation
of a wavelet,
since obviously, w * w = w * w. Note that in
this case, we have t = t, ~ t, = 0; that
is, the autocorrelation
of any wavelet
is
zero phase and therefore we cannot obtain
from it any indication as to what the phase
of th,e input wavelet was.
DEGIIOSTINU
Let’s look at the problem of removing
n
reverberation
trend, or a ghost for example.
Some times we find that besides the
energy that is transmitted
from a seismic
explosion deeper into the ground to be recorded at the geaphones as seismic reflections, part of that energy goes back and
bounces back either at the bottom of the
weathering
layer or at the surface’.
In
‘Although
in many

0
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either case, we have energy travelling
up
from the source, bouncing back off a sharp
velocity-difference
interface and going back
down; which means that at a time equal to
the two-way travel time from the bottom
of the shot hole to the shallower reflecting
interface, we have a second apparent shot,
and so we will find that at the different
recorders, each primary
reflector is represented, followed
by a replica of that primary a few milli-seconds
later, and normally reversed in polarity
relative
to the
primary.
We call this secondary event a
‘ghost’ of the preceding
primary;
caused
by the aparent
shot occurring
a certain
amount of time later
(due to its longer
travel time).

Of course, in the case that the reflecting
interface is the surface. the delay is equal
to twice the uphole time.
In the case that the bouncing interface
is the bottom of the weathering
layer, we
don’t know directly what the delay is, but
we may be able to measure il by shifting
the record relative
to itself until we find
each primary
aligned with another event
reversed in polarity:
i.e.. its ghost. The relative time shift between the records is then
the delay or ghost time.
This ghost lag
can sometimes be measured by taking the
autocorrelation
of the trace, in which case
we may see a strong trough in the auto-

theoretically
the ghost always occurs, unless we have a surface
cases it is so small in amplitude
that it is disregarded.

encrgg~ sources
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correlation,
correlatable
to the zeroth lag
of the autocorrelation
but inverted
in pal.
arity.
That trough will be at a time lag
equivalent
to the ghost lag. However, in a
great many cases, the ghost time lag is less
than the period of the primary, and in these
cases it could be extremely
dificult to distinguish this ghost lag by either looking at
the trace or its autocorrelation
(this latter
case will be generally
handled by normal
deconvolution).
So, in the case of a ghost, we have for
each unit of primary
energy arriving
at the
suface, a certain amount of ghost energy
k Cik: <I)
arriving
t milliseconds
later,
(where t represents
the ghost time lag).
That is, the energy generating
system could
be described as:

‘t
0

j3!xjq31
0

Obviously, the required filter f is the impulse response of the linear system that
would perform the desired transformation.
If we call the input to the linear system z,
and desired output ?I, we can express the
relationship
between the input and the output of such a system as
x ai f = Y

In terms of z~transforms,
the above equations as

we can rewrite

X(E) Fi.) . Yi.1
(we will call this the basic equation
terns analysis).

of sys-

That is, the z-transform
of the desired
filter is given by
FlSl . -aiir“(6
or in our particular

‘1

case,

kfJ-q,lt

0x&
x:z> 1. k%)

We could pictorially
describe such a process as the passage of the initial
energy
generating
system through a linear system
to obtain the desired result, as follows:

0
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(recall that the output of a linear system
to any arbitrary
input is given as the con.
volution
of that arbitrary
input with the
impulse response of the system).

a

Of course, in the above model, only the
first unit spike represents primary
arrival,
and so it would be desirable
to design a
filter
that would transform
such energy
generating
system into one composed of
only the first unit spike, i.e., removing
the
ghost generating
spike k at a time delay of
t milliseconds.

1
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The result

of this division

is:

Note that the filter that we have obtained
has infinite length.
Of course, from a practical standpoint,
this filter would have to
be truncated
after a certain point.
Let’s suppose that such filter
is trun
cated after the first two points; i.e., let
1

f=

Applying
generating

”
t

such filter
system,

$ -h
to the initial

energy

As we see, this filter
has removed the
initial
ghost generating
system k at time
t, but it has created a new spurious event
at time 2t of amplitude
4’. This spurious
event is the result of truncating
the filter
after the first two terms.
Of course, if
lkl<l,
the ampitude
of this new undesirable event C-k”) is less than the amplitude
of the initial ghost Ck), and from that standpoint we could say that the filter has improved the data. A more accurate result
could be obtained by using a longer filter.
Suppose for example,
that the filter
is
truncated
after three terms; i.e.,

In this case, the truncation
error
associated with the filtering
process is of the
order of k”.
As can be seen, the truncation
error can
b2 made smaller by considering
longer filters, since it is the last term of the truncated filter that generates the error, and
the filter
coefficients
are deceasing
in
amplitude
with time. Such a type of filter
is called a stablr filter (we will expand on
this concept of filter stability later on).
Let’s attempt to view this deghosting process from a somewhat different
standpoint,
that is, let’s analyze the relationship
he.
tween any input data paint to the linear
system with transfer
function

fJ,I;
Now, convolving
our initial
erating system with this filter
,I

energy

kl

(I
0
'
I

(k"

.k

:,

(k’

-k

L!l
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gen1;1
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I
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In terms of digital
processing,
we can
best describe the application
of the feedback deghosting filter by looking at a particular example.
Suppose that t = 10 ms.
thsr, Yc. x0 *jnx
xc,
/,

Y9. x9

oI( a mEy
arb:tl.ly tins L,
X( q, f wt.>
(Note that the multiplication
of Y(z) by
zt results in time delay of t units.
This
can be clearly seen if we recall that mUltiplication in the z--domain is equivalent
to
convolution in the time-domain,
and so
Kzt

Y(z)

can be viewed as the convolution
output data string y with a wavelet
form
!““...“~’
I.
Rewriting
the above equation
of Y,, we obtain the following

of the
of the

in terms
recursive

relation:
‘i . x:

*Y:~&

The foregoing equation describes rhe output
at time t as a function of the input at the
present time t, and a past value of the output, at time t-t.
The above type of filtering
process is
called feedback
filtering,
or is also sometimes called recursive
or regressive
filtering. The particular
filter
above can be
easily described
in terms of an anolog
feedback loop, in the following
mannet:

L--'-----.2

J

IY.)

“I

X’

YIO x,o

w.

XL0 ix”

Yll

“Yl

xi1

Xl1

WI

(if the data start at time zero, we can
assume al1 the values before time zero
are = 0).
Note that for every output data point,
only olze multiplication
and one addition is
required,
and thus, this feedback process
can be performed very quickly on a digital
computer.
DEREY&RBERATI”N
Let’s now consider the case of water reverberation
in marine seismic data.
For
all practical
purposes, the water-air
inter.
face can be considered to have a reflection
coefficient
equal to -1; i.e., the surface of
the water acts as a perfect reflector.
In
many cases also, the bottom of the water
represents an interface
with a high reflection coeffiicent.
In these cases, the water
layers acts as an energy trap causing multiple events to occur, with period equal to
the two-way travel time through the water
layer.
If we first view the reverberation
as
occurring
only at the receiver,
we have,
for each unit of primary
energy arriving
at the surface, certain amounts of reverberation
arriving
at intervals
of t milliseconds from the primary arrival.
The process can be pictorially
described as follows:

-1

r----

XL “Y+

I

-~-~-
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That is, the unit of primary
energy ar.
riving at the surface is reflected hack into
the water with reflection
coefficient
of -1,
and thus the amount of energy going back
into the water layer is 1 C-1) = -I. This
energy, upon arriving
at the bottom of the
water layer, is reflected back up with reflection coefficient
equal to Ic, and so the
energy reaching the water surface as a first
order reverberation
is equal to -1 (k) = -k.
In the Same manner, we can conclude that
the enwzy of the second order reverberation is k:‘, and that for third and higher
order
reverberations,
the corresponding
energy arrivals
are -k:l, k4, -ks, ko, etc.
Thus, the energy generating
system in
the case of simple water reverberation
can
be described as,

F(I)

I
T-2

ill

and the simple
then be:

Fil)

I. b,>

dereverberation

filter

would

The performance
of this filter
can be
evaluated
by convolving
the reverberation
generating
system with it, as follows

I+...

Obviously,
all of those spikes except the
first one represent
reverberations,
and so
it would be desirable to design a filter that
would transform
such energy generating
system
into one composed of only the first
unit spike.
That is, we wish to design a
filter such that

.hsr,,

/:r)

ZL
x,11

I &I

hz;:b 2P.

ti%@

Now, if we recall that the denominator
of the above expression is the same as the
inverse of the ghost generating
mechanism,
we can rewrite it as.

However,
reverberation
occurs also at
the energy source, as well as at the receivers.
That means that a first order reverberation,
arriving
t milliseconds
later
than the primary
arrival
(note that t is
simply
the two-way
travel
time through
the water layer1 could have either occurred before the energy went deeper into the
ground (at the source), or after the energy
emerged back into the water layer, as fol.
lows

,.

,~,, *
:,,.t&

*,:,,
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Of which, again, only the first unit spike
represents
primary
arrival,
and so a dereverberation
filter should be one that will
transform
the above energy generating
sys.
tern into only the initial unit spike.

If we assume that the water depth is constant between the sourw and the receiver,
both of the ,above reverberations
will arrive
2)~ phase t milliseconds
later than the primary event, and thus for each unit of primary energy arriving at the surface, we will
have an amount of energy equal to -Bk
arriving
as the first order reverberation
(i.e., the sum of the amplitudes
of the two
types of first order reverberation
occurring,
or C-k) + C-k)).
Similarly,
three different
types of second
order reverberation
will occur, each with
amplitude
k”, and thus the resultant second
order reverberation
will be composed of the
in-phase addition of those three reverberations, with a combined amplitude
equal to
Sk,!, and arriving
at a time of St milliseconds later than the primary
**
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The complete water reverberation
could
be analyzed from a different
standpoint,
if
we view the water layer as a linear filter
having an impulse response equal to:

l!+....
~*
In the same manner, we can show that
there will be four different
third-order
reverberations
,five fourth-order,
six fifthorder, and so on; and therefore,
the corn
plete water reverberation
mechanism
will
be.

~8

Then, the passage of a unit of primary
energy through
the water layer, could be
described as the convolution
of that unit
energy with the impulse response of the
water layer; i.e.,

1 * ‘!L$+..
L++?:...
.2,

Ij/

h-m”, as that energy
emerges from the
earth, it will pass through the water layer
again, and thus we will have the data being
convolved again with the impulse response
of the water layer,

24
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which is the same
tem as we obtained

energy
before.

From

we can clearly

generating

sys-

Going back to our filter design, we have,
/C/) $$
i d * ,XZE2C
LikJPI ih%U,
which we can now rewrite as
Fli

,.e.,
/,/I

The performance
seen by convolving
verberation
energy
it:

So, as we see, the result of the convolution has eliminated
the reverberation
mechanism, leaving only the primary
arrival.
It is interesting
to notice that the above
filter is the convolution
of the simple dereverberation
filter with itself; i.e.,
2,

and so, the same result could have been
obtained by convolving
the data twice with
the simple dereverberation
filter.

C~ &A’

or
/CI) L. id t 12z2+
which is the same filter
before.

the above convolution,

.k ;

AL

The result of this convolution
see as

B. Crw

which

we obtained

of this filter
can be
the complete water re
generating
system with

In terms
could view

of any arbitrary
the above filter
zq

we can then
terms as,

data input, we
process as,

y11,,,,,,

.L A:~) I T.~?? ”
describe this filter

+

in analog

However, we nave to keep in mind that
the previously
designed filters
are of a
deterministic
type; i.e., they assume that we
know what the appropriate
values for k
and t are.

Predictive

Of these two parameters,
the most sensitive is t since, if we have an incorrect
value for it, the filtering
process will be
performed
adding the wrong values of the
input data, and consequently,
our results
will be very poor. On the other hand, an
approximate
value for k (if we use the carrect t) will do a good job of attenuating
the undesirable
events, and if the error in
estimating
k is less than 100%) of the actual
value, the results of filtering
will show an
improvement
over the input data.
Note that if our estimate for k is too low,
the results will show some residual multiple
energy, whereas, if our estimate for k is
too high, the remaining
multiple energy will
appear inverted in polarity
relative
to the
way it was in the input data.

FiRering
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Note that the same multiple
periodicity
shows up in the autocorrelation
(i.e., at
times t, 2t, 3t, etc.).
We can see this
clearly if we view how the autocorrelation
is computed:

In any event, whether we “se the above
filters to process the data or not, they serve
to give us some insight into what the general characteristics
of the filters would be,
and the effectiveness
of their application.
With that in mind, we can then proceed to
pick appropriate
parameters
for a statistical filter design that would effectively
process the data.
For
model

example,
let’s consider
again,
for a simple water reverberation

the

I++“...
for which
was

we found that the optimum

filter

Note that the above model is the same as
the one describing
any surface multiples.
In general, the value of t, or multiple
period will be large enough that if we display
the autocorrelation
of the input trace we
will clearly see a high amplitude
trough in
the autocorrelation
(if high order multiples
are included within the autocorrelation
win.
dew) correlatable
to the zeroth lag of that
autocorrelation,
and occurring
at a timelag of
milliseconds;
i.e.,

t

This process will give us a very accurate
value for t for the trace whose autocarrelation we have displayed, and we can obtain an estimate for k by comparing
the
tth lag of the autocorrelation
to the
zeroth lag.
However,
the values for t will normally
change from trace to trace and shot to shot,
and so it becomes a cumbersome process to
estimate
the actual value of t for every
trace.
If, on the other hand, we make a
guess for t that would be less than the
actual prediciton
time, and then we design a long enough least squares “prediction” filter such that the actual period will
fall between the guessed value of t and
that value plus the filter length, we will
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find that such filter will contain a large
spike at the actual prediction
time, thus
monitoring
t as it changes from trac: to
trace.
I” the naat the lnnlirltio”
Of Con”e”~
tional
predictive
deconvolut ion techniques
has been relatively
unnw-o
.. ...-..ssful
in handlinz the characteristic
non-periodicity
of the
wa&r bottom multiples
evident in long off.
set traces in marine data. The problem can
be resolved by first correcting
the seismic
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records with a constant water velocity. This
procedure has the effect of “flattening”
au
the water bottom multiples,
thus creating
periodicity
on all the traces.
Conventional
predictive
deconvolution
may then be SW.
cessfully
applied
to attenuate
the water
bottom multiples.
The data is then “unNMCPcorrected
by removing the delta-t applied by water velocity, thus recreating
the
original
seismic records without the water
bottom multiples.

